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The Consumer as Chooser and Shopper

Store Choice, Loyalty, and Impulsivity
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Modern Day Malls: Fantastic Third Places For Consumers
In mankind‛s history of thousands of years, only a hundred or so years ago, if someone said
“I am going shopping,” it would have meant only one thing: That person was going to the market
to buy something. (By some accounts, John Wanamaker‛s Philadelphia store, opened in 1877, is
considered to be the origin of the modern day department store.) In current times, however,
that phrase has come to mean a multi-faceted event.
The modern store now serves as “public space”—for people to meet, chat, mingle, watch,
walk, sit, hang out, and yes, not infrequently, buy something. In fact, many consumers today
“live” so much of their lives just hanging out at these malls, stores, and cafes that some have
called these public spaces “third places” (after homes and offices).
Now there is no turning back. These days and going forward, consumers will do much of their
nonessential buying only in these “fantasy marketspaces.” The experience marketers offer
customers in these marketspaces will help them sell their wares. But even more important, they
will serve a larger societal purpose at the same time, namely, making enjoyable spaces available
to the public. The modern mall, then, performs a great public service—bringing citizens the
small delights of diversions in the world of goods, without necessarily having to buy them.
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Assortment
Atmospherics
Browsing
Consumer impulsivity
Exploratory shopping
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KEY TERMS
Forward buy
Impulsive consumer behavior
In-store factors
Leisure-oriented shoppers
One-stop shopping

CONSUMER BEHAVIOR

Planned purchases
Self-selection
Shopping
Shopping orientation
Store environment

Store image
Store personality
Task-oriented shoppers
Unplanned purchases
Wayfinding

YOUR TURN

REVIEW+Rewind
1. Consumers go shopping for more reasons than simply to buy something. List and briefly explain various consumer motives for shopping.
2. What factors encourage consumers to browse in a
store? Which of these factors are under the control
of the store manager, and which ones differ from
consumer to consumer?
3. What is impulse buying? Are all instances of unplanned buying also instances of impulse buying?
Why or why not? What are some products and services that consumers might buy on impulse?
4. What factors determine whether a consumer will
select a store or not? Are these factors different for
food stores versus non-food stores? How?
5. What factors explain whether a consumer would be
store loyal or not? Which of these factors are within
the control of the marketer?
6. Why do some consumers buy store brands whereas
others buy manufacturers’ brands (which are priced
higher)? Name all the reasons.

THINK+Apply
1. Why do you shop? Is your purpose always to buy
something? For each of the shopping motives described in the chapter, list the kinds of stores you
visit with that particular motive in mind.
2. Think back to when you were choosing, for the first
time in a new city (say, your new college town, or
the city of your first job,), the store in which to shop
for (a) groceries and (b) music CDs. Comment on
the extent to which the store choice flow chart described in this chapter captures your own process.
3. Apply the model of store loyalty to yourself and discuss which “what” and “how” factors apply to your
own behavior in patronizing stores for the following products: (a) clothing, (b) music, (c) cereals, (d)
books, (e) electronic equipment, and (f ) haircuts.
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4. As a store manager, you just read the model of
store loyalty described in this chapter. You are excited because you believe you have found the key
to making your customers loyal to your store.
Briefly outline your action plan.
5. As a store manager, how would you improve the
chances that consumers living in your area will
choose your store rather than the one across the
street?
6. As a store manager, what would you do to encourage consumers to browse while they visit
your store?
PRACTICE+Experience
1. Interview five consumers to understand their
store selection process for supermarkets. For each
consumer, create a flow chart of his or her store
selection process similar to the flow chart shown
in the chapter.
2. Interview a few consumers on their recent impulse purchases. For each such purchase, probe
the circumstances and thought processes that
led to the purchase. Does the three-factor model
of impulse buying hold for the consumers you
interviewed? Comment briefly on why or why
not.
In the Marketing Manager’s Shoes
Put yourself in a marketing manager’s shoes. Most
concepts in the chapter have some lessons for the
marketing manager; i.e., they suggest what to do differently in practice. Indeed, often these applications
are implicit in our explanations of the concepts and
models in the chapter. Identify at least five specific
applications of the chapter’s concepts, all of which
should be entirely new, different from the examples
cited here.

HUMAN PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS
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